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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses the current development of all-in-one telemetry displays. This system 
provides a self-configuring environment utilizing common telemetry display objects that setup 
and deploy. Often range display systems require frequent revision to reason with changing 
requirements.  The display is rendered accordingly as a strip-chart equivalent or other element, 
per requirements from a flight safety officer for example.  Our reusable code system approach is 
based on a novel abstraction of the display elements.  The approach may be deployed beyond the 
decommutation stage as is typically done or interface directly to a plug in software 
decommutator. This system’s plug-and-play functionality facilitates rapid deployment of 
interoperable Department of Defense (DOD) range displays and recorders. 
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INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK 
Today's display systems involve a workstation environment, where telemetry analysts use 
computer consoles to browse and interact with telemetry data of interest [2].  Analysts or flight 
safety personnel generally select for display, a number of telemetry parameters to view in near-
real time. Data can be presented in multiple visual forms to efficiently communicate the meaning 
of each parameter and associated thresholds (i.e., Thermometers, meters, plots, etc…).  

Although displays are implemented in workstation environments, they are still highly in-
configurable and can require lengthy lead times to setup and deploy.  Each display application is 
unique in order to satisfy a wide range of stakeholders, from customers, to telemetry analysts and 
flight safety officers. For example, telemetry project analysts may focus on vehicle parameters, 
and know what they are looking for based on prior testing.  A flight safety officer may focus on 
Time Space Position Information (TSPI) or Flight Termination System (FTS) health and status. 
Meanwhile, other customers require entirely different sets of data for their post test analysis 
needs. This scenario is a typical example of the current dynamic nature of telemetry display 
environments and dynamic software displays. Often displays are written from the ground up for 
the application it is intended for.   Much of the code is indeed reused when possible, so if display 
requirements are similar, it becomes a "cut and paste" exercise.  Commercial software has 
improved dramatically and does the job, however there are those occasions when it is not 
possible to use that software.  This software might not be "tweak-able" by users.  More extensive 
changes are needed of a custom display to address unique requirements.  Standard displays may 
be rendered with standard software, but custom displays are better rendered in a visual 
environment like LabView, or higher level languages. 

 
Figure 1: THAAD display scenario across DOD ranges using LabView 

Labview is a great environment for display development, rich in many of the elements needed.  
Most telemetry displays at White Sands are rendering this way, as seen in Figure 1.  There are 
occasions when a display rendered in LabView isn’t optimum.  Additionally complex displays 
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are cumbersome when programmed in a visual environment.  Pacific Missile Range Facility 
(PMRF) utilizes packages like DataView or SimDis to display telemetry objects. Greater 
environment complexity makes it more difficult to maintain the program if one did not author it 
to begin with.  Often it is easier to rewrite the display than make changes to an existing display. 

LabView license cost is low as compared to other commercial software. Granted commercial 
display software also provides interfaces to the decommutators that supply the data.  Even if 
software is well written and very clever, its usefulness often comes to an end when authors leave 
organizations and revisions are later needed.  Often display authors will rewrite a display then try 
change a display written in the past.  Not the case if displays are simple. 

It is a fact that current decomutation systems at telemetry sites must be reconfigured for every 
application. This re-configuration forces telemetry displays to be reconfigured as well. So, why 
not re-use the same configuration architecture that decommutation process use to configure?  

 

OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED SOLUTION 

There is a Test and Training Enabling Architecture (TENA) that is in use and intended as a 
vehicle for solutions for this type of problem.  TENA is a powerful publish/subscribe 
architecture that promotes interoperability and standardization of data and communication across 
DOD ranges [1]. TENA employs an Object Model (OM) notion that creates a contract of 
communication between data consumers. These OMs define data communicated between 
consumers, describing instrumentation data such as TSPI. These OMs are available for everyone 
to use.  To develop a telemetry display application we will need to do the following: 

1. Capture available telemetry parameters  
2. Create a communication link to the decomm system (i.e., plugin, publish/subscribe ability) 
3. Develop application X that can connect to the decomm system link 
4. Model display parameters into a data structure 
5. Update application X further to consume parameters from step 4 
6. Develop a graphical display to visualize parameters from step 5 

As discussed earlier, the dynamic nature of telemetry, with missions having unique customers, 
with unique requirements, make it extremely impractical to model all telemetry elements into a 
single one-size-fits all display. However, since only a finite number of telemetry parameters are 
processed by decomutation systems, and then a subset of those parameters are selected for each 
telemetry display, it is very possible to abstract the elements of each telemetry display.  After 
several discussions with telemetry display stakeholders including WSMR and PMRF, a list 
element types representing 90% of all display elements found in telemetry missions was created. 
Of the element types, 12 were considered a base (i.e., required), making remaining element types 
mission specific (i.e., optional).  

When designing a TENA OM you are allowed to describe data as required or optional.  Thus, we 
can create a flexible OM that potentially obeys most telemetry display needs. Through TENA we 
are able to create the first telemetry display OM (TDOM) that may potentially become a 
standard.  In the case where a telemetry display contains elements outside of our list, we may 
still add them as optional parameters. However, if the display is too complex and requires a 
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custom OM, there are other options. One available tool from the TENA Software Development 
Activity (SDA) is the Object Model Compiler (OMC).  OMC can generate a new custom OM on 
the fly provided a TDL (TENA Definition Language) file [1]. Therefore, we can design an 
application plugin that allows us to communicate with OMC. This will allow us to generate a 
mission specific OM to facilitate setup and display data between ATD and decomutation systems 
to render the display.   

The basic "Text" display element (see Figure 2) would have a parameter identifier legend,  
scaled data itself, and units. The same object model could be used as many times as needed.  
When a "thermometer" style element is needed, that object model would be used. There are only 
so many ways that data can be rendered and accordingly the number of display elements are few.  
These elements are used over and over again, unlike a custom LabView VI (visual interface) 
Display that finds use only on the Range it was written for.  The ATD application that renders 
the display could easily be configured remotely even automatically. 

 

  
Figure 2: Digital Display Element 

 

The display application configures each element instantiation based on a table reminiscent of a 
typical decom system table, with some additional columns containing display element type and 
location.  Since software decommutators require relatively little processor resources, a plug in 
software decommutator is a natural extension to the display.  The result is an integrated decom 
and display. The table defines each display element in terms of the parameter it must represent, 
listing the salient attributes of each element.   It is only necessary to generate the table to get a 
new display up and running.  Note Table 1 uses only two display elements, Digital 001 and 
Indicator 001 multiple times.  Most displays will need only a few element models.  
Thermometers, Time Histories, Artificial Horizon, Water Fall displays are other popular 
elements.    

Element object model Digital 001 allows text color (or background color) pertaining to the data 
to be set conditionally.  In this case each digital element has a unique threshold value defined 
used to set data field text color to “Red” if the data value is less.  It should also be red if 
parameter 12 indicates frame synchronization has not been achieved.  The derived parameter 
“Battery Section Go/No Go” indicator becomes true and turns green once the Boolean 
polynomial is evaluated true. 

 

 EM1 Volts DC AVG 13.35 
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Table 1:  Display Definition Table 

 

In this example (see Table 1) the element coordinate system goes from 0 to 1.  With 16:9 
displays, the weight is not equal.  The Z axis is analogous to a page address.  Displays 
configured in this manner may readily switch from one page to another.  An analyst will have 
every displayed parameter available for their use.  For a backup, add a display and select same 
page as that of the failed display system.  Element modes allow the parameters to be displayed as 
instantaneous, averaged, max, min however desired. Unlike some custom written Labview 
display applications, the decommutation is managed by the display.  When an unanticipated 
parameter is added to the table each display reconfigures itself.  Labview displays at White 
Sands select only parameters available on the “tag” list.  If not available, the decommutator must 
be reprogrammed to support that parameter.  This is not desired after a mission “Dress 
Rehearsal” to maintain some semblance of configuration control.  

Through this approach (see Figure 3) ATD systems can convert a Display Definition Table into a 
TDL file and generates a mission/display specific OM, or utilize the new telemetry display OM 
(supporting as many as 100 parameters) which facilitates display element data requests between 
the software decomm system and ATD. 
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Figure 3: High level overview of ATD approach 

 

The display is clean as shown in Figure 4, sans borders or other decor that tend to serve as visual 
noise.  An indicator’s text lies within the indicator element (or button element) boundaries.   As 
shown, Battery Section Go/No Go status indicator also serves as display title, further reducing 
visual clutter.  The display’s z axis allows many pages of data to be readily selected and 
displayed from a single unit, programed from the same table. 

 

 

 
Figure 4:  Prototype Battery Section Go/No Go Display 

If a display definition table are embedded into a data packet, displays could configure themselves 
once the complete table was received and then render data.  This display architecture 
complements the emergence of the soft decom architecture that is displacing hardware 
technology.  The example display definition table also contains decommutation detail and so, a 
software-decom may reside as a plug in to each display.  The display resides autonomously on 
the network that is feed by the databridge.  Expensive hardware decommutators and their 
associated software are averted.  A Chapter 10 plug-in or Digital Subscriber (DS3) Mux plug-in 
would make the display a data browser/recorder.
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CURRENT STATUS AND CONCLUSIONS 

At the moment, the ATD architecture is under development. This architecture will support the 
latest version of TENA (currently v6.0.3). Initially supported display objects mirror typical 
telemetry display models, such as: thermometers, meters, and graph plots. Visual objects need 
not be simple and can support demanding requirements such as a Theatre High Altitude Area 
Defense (THAAD) mission. Once development is complete, ATD will be setup and deployed 
between WSMR and PMRF. Tests will measure interoperability performance, latency and 
interaction of telemetry data between both ranges. Test data will be shared and discussed with 
ITC community.  

From a security perspective, customary practices of developing a display monolithically has 
drawbacks.  The type of display model must contain embedded sensitive information.  Access to 
this type of display must be controlled to a greater degree than a handful of element models.  
Here element models are generalized and receive application specific (sensitive) info from the 
Display Table.  Only the Display Definition Table is sensitive.  Building the Display Definition 
Table requires no more effort than preparing “Flat” files for the dated 8716 EMR technology, or 
the data base files commonly used today.  As in the 8715 case, using a database to handle this 
task works very well.  

The initiative of ATD (see Figure 5) is to provide a seamless telemetry display environment 
promoting standardization of telemetry display and interoperability of telemetry data across 
DOD ranges. 

 
Figure 5: Use of ATD (All-in-one Telemetry Display) across DOD ranges 
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